It’s time to adopt Anthos if you are:

• Operating multiple environments inconsistently
• Looking for interoperability while working with legacy workloads
• Need to accelerate developer velocity
• Struggling to manage Cloud Native development lifecycle
• Experiencing constraints in predicting operating costs, accurately
• Facing challenges in complying with enterprise policies and security requirements

Experience the HCL advantage with Google Anthos

- Providing clarity on cloud strategy
- Better availability and resiliency
- Creating an agile and responsive organization
- Accelerating product innovation
- Cloud Native customer workshop
- Delivering real cost savings
HCL is a Google Anthos deployment as well as launch partner Dedicated Anthos CoE with GCP certified and trained engineers

HCL Anthos innovation garages at Dallas, London, and Noida

Cloud Native customer workshop
Proof-of-Concepts (PoCs)

Replatform to Anthos

Experience Anthos at HCL Cloud Native Labs

Why HCL?

To know more, write to us at HCLGoogleBU@HCL.com